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Abstract. Many potential medicines have been discovered from marine natu-
ral products (MNPs). It indicates that marine compounds are essential sources
in drug development and discovery. Although many marine compounds show
particular biological activity, few are recorded as antibacterial compounds. There-
fore, finding the potential compound as an antibacterial compound from a marine
organism is still challenging. The aim of this study is to utilize a computational
approach to discover potential antibacterial compounds from marine resources.
The study focuses on employing the BiClusO algorithm for clustering based on
the chemical similarity between marine compounds and antibacterial compounds.
The results show that the number of clusters formed for marine biota compounds
with antibiotic drug compounds is 4. Then the compounds of marine biota with
antibiotic compounds formed 7 clusters. Finally, from these clusters, we obtain
compounds that are predicted to have similar properties to antibacterial drugs or
compounds. From73marine compounds, only Sarasinoside J and (–)-Sarasinoside
K are predicted as potent antibacterial compounds.
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1 Introduction

Antibiotics are organic or inorganic substances that may either kill or limit the develop-
ment of microorganisms, which can have an impact on their ability to survive [1]. Since
Fleming made the initial antibiotic discovery in 1929, several classes of antibiotics have
been discovered and developed globally and are used to treat illnesses in people, ani-
mals, and plants brought on by harmful bacteria [2]. The development of antibiotics is
considered the greatest significant advancement in science and medicine throughout the
20th century. Significant declines in mortality and complications from serious infectious
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illnesses including TB, syphilis, pneumonia, and gonorrhea have been brought about by
the use of antibiotics in both human and animal medicine [3].

Although there are many medications of antibiotics have been discovered, resistance
to antibiotics also has been increasing nowadays. Therefore, many drugs have become
less effective since the bacteria can tolerate them. As a result, infectious diseases have
become more complex to cure [4].

Finding unusual marine creatures, extracting chemicals, and conducting wet lab
experiments to disclose the biological activity of marine compounds are just a few of the
challenges that must be overcome. All of them are time-consuming and require many
costs. Therefore, we utilize a computational approach in this study to shorten the research
time and reduce the cost [5].

The researchers previously tested the predictive ability of various machine learn-
ing techniques, including random forest (RF), logistic regression (LR), tree gradient
enhancer regression (GBRT), support vector machines (SVM), and multi-layer percep-
tion (MLP), create predictive models, for anti-bacterial compounds [6]. Many previous
studies focus on developing supervised learning algorithms for predicting antibacterial
compounds. This paper presents unsupervised learning methods to reveal the antibac-
terial activity in marine compounds. The unsupervised learning approach we used in
this work is a graph clustering method called the BiClusO algorithm. The input of this
model is the chemical similarity between compounds; the model’s output is clusters of
compounds.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Source Data

In this study, we collected three sets of compounds: antibiotics compounds, antibi-
otic drug compounds, and marine compounds. A total of 1546 compounds related to
antibiotics compounds were obtained from the PubChem database [7]. The compounds
were searched by the keyword “antibiotic” in the search column of the PubChem web-
site (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/#query=antibiotic). The 1546 compounds con-
tain either drugs or non-drug compounds related to antibacterial activity. All compounds
were read by SDF format of molecules used to generate fingerprints in further analysis.

The other database that we utilized in this study is the DrugBank database. We
collected antibiotic drugs in the DrugBank database (https://go.drugbank.com/) [8]. We
used only 32 antibiotics drugs [9] that had been identified and had the SDF files in
PubChem.

The last set of compounds is the marine compounds set. We collected marine com-
pounds specifically from the South Sulawesi Waters in Indonesia. The compounds were
found in the literature [10]. Seventy-three compounds from 17 marine organisms were
collected in the SSW area. We verified the compounds in compounds in PubChem, and
similar to the other sets of compounds, we downloaded the SDF file for further analysis.

2.2 Method

In this paper, the researchflow is divided into three, namely: compound structure database
collection, similarity score, and graph clustering, which is presented in Fig. 1.

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/#query=antibiotic
https://go.drugbank.com/
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Fig. 1. Research Pipeline

2.3 Compound Structure Similarities

As the input in the BiClusO algorithm, we calculated the chemical similarity between
compounds. In thiswork, we generate two types of chemical similaritymatrices. The first
is the matrix between 73 marine compounds and the 32 antibiotic drugs, and the second
is between 73 marine compounds and 1546 antibacterial compounds. The chemical
similarity is calculated based on the structural similarity measured by the sub-structure
of each compound. The substructure is represented as a fingerprint in the R-Studio
software, formed in binary variables 0 and 1. “0” indicates the absence of substructure
in compounds, while “1” indicates the presence of substructures in compounds. The
numerical measures to quantify this similarity are obtained by calculating the Jaccard
coefficient (SA,B) [9] as follows:

SA,B = z/
[
x + y − z

]
(1)

where x is the number of similar bits in the first compound, y is the number of similar
bits in the second compound, and z is the number of similar bits in both compounds.

2.4 BiClusO Algorithm

When a graphG = (V ,E) can be partitioned into two subsets,V1 andV2, each edge ofG
connects a vertex ofV1 to a vertex ofV2, the graph is said to be bipartite. A bipartite graph
can be represented by a binary matrix. BiClusO algorithm is able to generate a graph
from a data matrix that represents a bipartite graph. Let a bipartite graph G = (V ,E) be
represented as binary matrix B of size |V1|x|V2|. If (a, b) ∈ V1 presents any pair of row
nodes, the following equations can be used to determine the association between these
two nodes in terms of the Tanimoto coefficient and relation number:

TC = |M (a) ∩ M (b)|
|M (a) ∪ M (b)| (2)
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RN = |M (a) ∩ M (b)| (3)

where the neighbors of nodes a and b in set V are represented by the numbers M (a)
andM (b). We can construct a simple weighted graph using Tanimoto coefficients (TC)
[11] and relation numbers (RN) [11]. Where the edge weights use the TC, the RN is
used as a threshold to filter the edge, significantly reducing noise on the edges. From the
remaining edges, a simple graph will be constructed. The DPClusO algorithm can easily
separate densely connected regions as clusters from simple graphs. After clustering, a
probability threshold will be used to list the nodes from set V in the cluster. Applying a
similar procedure, the algorithm is repeated beginning with nodes from set V. Two-way
biclustering is thus accomplished. Overlapping coefficient: Suppose that two biclusters
are indicated by BC1 = (a, c) and BC2 = (b, d) where a ⊆ V1, b ⊆ V1, c ⊆ V2
and d ⊆ V2. The following equation calculates the overlapping coefficient BCov [11]
between BC1 and BC2.

BCov = |a ∩ b||c ∩ d |
|a||c| + |b||d | − |a ∩ b||c ∩ d | (4)

3 Results and Discussion

In this session, we compare data on marine compounds with drug compounds and
marine compounds with antibacterial compounds. Assuming that the more similar the
compound, the more similar its biological activity.

3.1 Similarity of Marine Compounds and Drugs

The data used is data on marine compounds and antibiotic drug compounds. Then a
chemical similarity matrix is made by calculating the structural similarity of the drug
compounds with marine compounds. The size of the similarity matrix formed is 73 ×
32. With an average similarity score of 0.17 in Fig. 2(a) and a standard deviation of 0.12.

Fig. 2. Density plot of similarity (a) marine compounds and drugs, (b) marine compounds and
antibacterial compound
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Fig. 3. (a) BiCluster Matrix of marine compounds and drugs, (b) 4 cluster of marine compounds
and drugs

Graph Clustering of Marine Compounds and Drugs. Using a chemical compound
similarity matrix of size 73 × 32 as input to the BiClusO algorithm using RN = 4 and
TC = 0.33 as the best threshold [12]. Then the parameters used, such as Density = 0.5,
CP = 0.5, and OV = 0.5, are the default parameters to form a cluster of simple graphs
[13]. The saller of the two highly overlapping clusters are discarded by filtering. In this
case, the threshold value of the two clusters must have an OV value greater than or equal
to the input value. The cluster merge function combines the two clusters and produces
a large cluster. The overlap coefficient of Eq. (4) removes small biclusters from two
biclusters. The join bicluster function combines the two biclusters and creates a larger
bicluster [14].

The output of the BiClusO algorithm is a neighbor matrix which is then depicted in
Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(b) formed 4 clusters that are independent of each other because of
the parameters that have been set previously. For more details, see Table 1 below:

In Fig. 3(a), the size of the similarity matrix, which was initially 73 × 24 after being
processed with the BiClusO algorithm, becomes 58 × 40. Two marine compounds have
the same structure as drug compounds, namely compounds with the initials CMP27((–)-
Sarasinoside J) and CMP28((–)-Sarasinoside K), where each compound has similarities
with 18 drug compounds, namely OAB (28, 31, 32, 5, 20, 14, 2, 3, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 19,
22, 25, 26 and 30).
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Table 1. A cluster of marine compounds and drugs.

Cluster Marine Compounds (in supplementary
file1)

Drugs Compounds (in supplementary
file2)

1 CMP7, CMP6, CMP8, CMP9, CMP10,
CMP30, CMP61, CMP63, CMP64,
CMP66, CMP62, CMP17, CMP21,
CMP24, CMP26, CMP65, CMP31,
CMP35, CMP38, CMP41, CMP42,
CMP43, CMP44, CMP45, CMP68,
CMP69, CMP37, CMP34, CMP36,
CMP40

OAB1, OAB11, OAB12, OAB13,
OAB23, OAB28, OAB29, OAB31,
OAB32

2 CMP1, CMP2, CMP4, CMP5, CMP6,
CMP7, CMP8, CMP9, CMP10, CMP11,
CMP12, CMP13, CMP14, CMP15,
CMP16, CMP26, CMP27, CMP28,
CMP30, CMP46, CMP47, CMP48,
CMP49, CMP50, CMP51, CMP52,
CMP53, CMP54, CMP55, CMP56,
CMP57, CMP58, CMP59, CMP61,
CMP62, CMP63, CMP64, CMP65,
CMP66, CMP73

OAB5, OAB20, OAB14, OAB31

3 CMP27, CMP28, CMP65 OAB2, OAB3, OAB5, OAB9, OAB10,
OAB14, OAB15, OAB16, OAB17,
OAB19, OAB20, OAB22, OAB25,
OAB26, OAB28, OAB30, OAB31,
OAB32

4 CMP2, CMP1, CMP62 OAB3, OAB5, OAB20, OAB31

3.2 Similarity of Marine Compounds and Antibacterial Compound

In this section, the data used for comparison is on marine compounds and antibiotic
compounds, producing a matrix of chemical similarity by calculating the structural
similarity of antibacterial compounds with marine compounds. The size of the similarity
matrix formed is 73 × 1546. The average value of the similarity score is 0.19, as shown
in Fig. 2(b) and the standard deviation is 0.13.

Graph Clustering of Marine Compounds and Antibacterial Compound. By enter-
ing the input similarity matrix of marine compounds and antibiotic compounds. Then
applying the values of the RN, TC, Density, CP and OV parameters to the software [14],
the results will be obtained in Table 2 and Fig. 4 below:
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Table 2. Cluster of marine compounds and antibacterial compound

Cluster Marine Compounds (in
supplementary file1)

Drugs Compounds (in supplementary
file2)

1 CMP46, CMP48, CMP49, CMP50,
CMP51, CMP52, CMP53, CMP54,
CMP55

A409, A92, A805, A808, A943, A956,
A1023, A1081, A1128, A1152, A1192

2 CMP49, CMP52, CMP54, CMP55,
CMP46, CMP48, CMP50, CMP51,
CMP53, CMP13, CMP56

A92, A805, A808, A943, A1023, A1081,
A1152, A1192

3 CMP28, CMP27 A127, A128, A139, A168, A238, A255,
A331, A332, A405, A430, A434, A436,
A830, A903, A1266, A1284, A1312,
A1480

4 CMP55, CMP57, CMP56, CMP49 A92, A805, A808, A943, A1023, A1081,
A1152, A1192

5 CMP55, CMP57, CMP56, CMP49 A92, A805, A808, A943, A1023, A1081,
A1152, A1192

6 CMP40, CMP39 A783, A812, A871, A1032, A1167,
A1183, A1299, A1363, A1432

7 CMP61, CMP62, CMP63, CMP64,
CMP66

A902, A899

In Fig. 4(a), the matrix size, which was initially 73 × 1546 after being processed
with the BiClusO algorithm, becomes 21 × 40. There are two marine compounds
with the most similar structure to medicinal compounds, namely compounds with
the initials CMP27((–)-Sarasinoside J) with 17 antibiotic compounds and CMP28((–
)-Sarasinoside K) with 18 antibiotic compounds. From the results of the similarity
of chemical compound structures from marine compounds with drug compounds and
antibiotic compounds, it is clear that there are compounds that have similarities, namely
((–)-Sarasinoside J with ((–)-Sarasinoside K.
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Fig. 4. BiClusterMatrix ofmarine compounds and antibacterial compound, (b) 7 cluster ofmarine
compounds and antibacterial compound

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the results show that the number of clusters formed for marine biota
compounds with antibiotic drug compounds is 4. Then the compounds of marine biota
with antibiotic compounds formed 7 clusters. Finally, from these clusters, we obtain
compounds that are predicted to have similar properties with antibacterial drugs or
compounds. From 73 marine compounds, only Sarasinoside J and (–)-Sarasinoside K
are predicted as potent antibacterial compounds.
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